The character data for this application has been cobbled together from several different sources:

Jun Da (jda@mtsu.edu). Modern Chinese Character Frequency List. [http://lingua.mtsu.edu/chinese-computing/statistics/char/list.php?Which=MO](http://lingua.mtsu.edu/chinese-computing/statistics/char/list.php?Which=MO). The list of characters with their pinyin and English definitions comes from this website. This list is used under the copyright notice associated with Jun Da’s website which gives permission to use the list for “for research and teaching/learning purposes only”. [http://lingua.mtsu.edu/chinese-computing/copyright.html](http://lingua.mtsu.edu/chinese-computing/copyright.html).

李牧 (Li Mu). “附錄1. 常用字的分解”. 漢字系統工程的計量研究-目錄. [http://chinese.exponode.com/0_1.htm](http://chinese.exponode.com/0_1.htm) (Translation)

Li Mu. Appendix 1 - Decomposition of Frequently Used Characters. Table of Contents for Research on Measuring the Structures of Chinese Characters. [http://chinese.exponode.com/0_1.htm](http://chinese.exponode.com/0_1.htm). (Direct Link: [http://chinese.exponode.com/8_1r.htm](http://chinese.exponode.com/8_1r.htm)). The breakdown of the characters into components came largely from this source. However, since this list breaks characters down into their smallest possible units, many of the character breakdowns were revised so that they would be broken down into more meaningful units.

DimSum: Chinese Reading Assistant and Dictionary. [http://www.mandarintools.com](http://www.mandarintools.com). This tool was used to give definitions and pinyin for the components where possible, to identify character radicals, character and word definitions, component definitions, and number of strokes.

To a lesser degree the following sources were also used for reference:


Hanzicraft. [http://www.hanzicraft.com](http://www.hanzicraft.com). This resource was used to fill in some of the gaps that I could not find in Li Mu’s work.